
DL-GNA Dog Ownership Application 
 

Congratulations on your choice of a Deutsch Langhaar (DL) as your next hunting companion. The mission of Deutsch 
Langhaar Gruppe Nordamerika (DL-GNA) includes promoting and protecting the DL while improving the breed, its 
performance, versatility and usefulness as a hunting companion in accordance with the principles originated by the 
Deutsch Langhaar Verband (DLV) parent breed club. DL-GNA strives to place quality versatile hunting dogs in hunting 
homes. DLs have met high minimum standards that have been in place since 1879. Only offspring from proven 
performance hunting DLs through JGHV Testing are eligible for registration. The Deutsch Langhaar is the excellent 
versatile hunting companion it is as a result of stringent testing and breeding regulations. DL-GNA prohibits indiscriminate 
breeding practices including those that violate the integrity of the DL and are in violation of the Breeding Rules and 
Regulations of the DLV.  
 
DL-GNA expects this DL to test in a VJP (natural ability hunting test). You as the owner/handler or another 
handler/trainer may complete preparing for and testing your pup in a VJP. A breeder relies on results from a VJP puppy 
test to evaluate the inherited natural abilities and level of consistency among the litter. By hunting with your DL and 
preparing for and running your DL pup in a VJP, it will aid in your pup’s development as it is exposed to game and learns 
how to use its nose, concentrate, search and point and hunt for and with you as its handler. DL-GNA membership is 
required to test.  

 
DL-GNA expects hip x-rays of this DL pup to be taken between 12-30 months of age. The breeder or the DL-GNA 
Hip Dysplasia Coordinator will assist in this process. DL-GNA membership is required to participate in the program.  
 
The new owner/buyer of this DL hereby agrees to provide all future necessary veterinary services. The new owner/buyer 
will maintain the best possible standards of canine health, cleanliness and veterinary care, including mental health such 
as socialization with people and hunting exposure. The new owner/buyer is required to maintain the dog in a contained 
area with adequate shelter. The new owner/buyer agrees to provide a good home for this DL, defined as one with warm 
and dry bedding, protection from weather and the elements, affection, regular exercise, proper nutrition and 
medical/healthcare. It is absolutely imperative that the owner/buyer keeps heartworm preventative and rabies vaccinations 
current at all times during the life of this DL. Bortatella and Lymes vaccinations are also recommended in addition to 
routine puppy vaccinations including DHPP (distemper-hepatitis, parainfluenza, parvovirus) and annual boosters.  
 
DL-GNA exists to protect the Deutsch Langhaar as the true accomplished versatile hunting companion it is today and your 
role as a DL hunter owner is vital to our continuing success. Please confirm your commitment and responsibility by 
completing and signing the form below prior to this DL transfer of ownership. Additionally, membership into DL-GNA 
requires completion of the DL-GNA Membership Application. 
 
Name(s):_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address:__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Telephone Number(s):_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
E-Mail Address:____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Printed Name / Signature:______________________________________________________ Date: _________________ 
 
Printed Name / Signature:______________________________________________________ Date: _________________ 
 
Date Received:__________________________ Breeder’s Signature:_________________________________________ 
 
Date Received:__________________________ Breed Warden’s Signature:____________________________________ 
 
Dog’s Registered Name:_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
DLV Registration/Tattoo Number:______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Comments: 
 
 
Note: Owners, please send completed and signed form to the breeder. Breeders, forward all DL Ownership Applications to the DL-GNA Breed Warden. 
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